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2 of 2 review helpful Great conservative thinker is also great writer of ghostly tales By E Calvin Beisner Many know 
Kirk only as historian and political philosopher father of the modern American conservative movement through such 
books as THE CONSERVATIVE MIND FROM BURKE TO ELIOT 1st ed 1953 and that was without doubt his most 
lasting legacy But he was also an extraordinary author of Gothic tales all of which carry Foreword by Vigen Guroian 
Widely regarded as the founder of the modern conservative movement Russell Kirk was a noted man of letters whose 
prodigious literary career included a syndicated newspaper column and a regular page in National Review This 
volume demonstrates another compelling side of Kirk mdash the imaginative author who could communicate his 
powerful vision through the dramatic genre of the ghost story Ancestral Shadows collects nineteen of Kirk s From 
Booklist American historian and advocate of political cultural conservatism Kirk 1918 94 also wrote fantasy fiction 
including the 19 ghost stories that this volume collocates for the first time Although t 
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